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ABORIGINAL YOUTH — HEARING LOSS 

Statement 
HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [9.44 pm]: Indeed, this is what I was trying to talk about last 
week, but I do not think I will take very long. I want to make a few comments this evening on the 
overrepresentation of Aboriginal youth in the criminal justice system and alert members to some information that 
they might not be aware of. Yet another federal parliamentary committee of inquiry has described the 
overrepresentation of Aboriginal youth in the Australian criminal justice system as a national crisis, but it is 
hardly groundbreaking news. It is not new that Aboriginal youth is now 28 times more likely to be detained than 
is non-Indigenous youth. This disparity has been the case ever since I can remember, always with committees 
coming up with long lists of recommendations to address the problem, and all discussing ways to improve life 
expectancy, health, education and employment. It seems that a convincing solution is yet to be found, or perhaps 
there is just a lack of political will. Twenty years after the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, 
the rate of Indigenous imprisonment, in the words of Western Australia’s Chief Justice, Wayne Martin, is 
heading in exactly the wrong direction. 

The committee report that I mentioned discusses the prevalence of hearing loss among Aboriginal people, and 
this is what I want to talk about tonight—the importance of hearing loss on Indigenous literacy development and 
the irrefutable correlation between literacy levels and incarceration. I believe that costly commonwealth and state 
language and literacy strategies have made little headway in the last two decades because they fail to adequately 
factor in the hidden barrier of auditory processing disorder. Ear infection is prevalent among Aboriginal children, 
and is many times greater than it is in the wider Australian community. Long-term ear infections from a young 
age in any population mean that those children grow up with auditory processing disorder or, put simply, an 
acquired learning difficulty. Auditory processing disorder is the result of hearing loss during the critical language 
development period stretching from birth to about four years of age. This is because it is the brain that ultimately 
hears and not the ears alone. The brain needs to be programmed in how to hear during these critical years. 
Hearing loss over this time affects not only the child’s ability to hear, so they know when people are talking and 
what they are saying to them, but also the development of memory and the ability to concentrate, to pay attention 
and also to sequence information. This is particularly significant for all of us who understand that auditory 
processing is the critical skill for all learning. It is the foundation skill required on the road to effective literacy 
acquisition. Yet according to research done here in WA by audiologist Roberta Marino—this is an unpublished 
document—70 per cent of Indigenous children grow up with auditory processing disorder compared with the 
wider community, in which the problem is about five or 10 per cent. Most Aboriginal children have had ear 
infections long term over the critical language development period and sit in a classroom with poor acoustics 
attempting to hear, concentrate and process what is being said, often in a second language and in a different 
cultural context from that experienced at home and for them it is a nightmare. They have a learning disability 
that is not being recognised. Some may be medicated with intrusive chemicals to keep them compliant, but that 
is not an effective treatment for auditory processing disorder. Due to their auditory processing deficits, the 
children may enter formal education with a condition that will actually prevent them from learning effective 
literacy skills. 

We all know about the strong link between incarceration rates and learning difficulties. Our prisons are full of 
people with, at best, grade 2 reading skills. The link between illiteracy and incarceration cannot be denied. 
Illiteracy among inmates in prisons is an overriding and indisputable fact, and in the United States has been 
recognised in what we might find to be a most astounding way. In the US, the problem of predicting how much 
prison space will have to be provided, say, in a decade or so, is assessed by, would members believe it, year 3 
literacy outcomes in tests that are similar to our National Assessment Program — Literacy and Numeracy tests 
here in Australia. In some US states, planning for prison occupancy rates and the building of more prisons is 
aligned with how well children do in their year 3 NAPLAN–equivalent tests.  

The link between literacy development and the ability to read and learn can be predicted by teachers in the 
earliest days of a child’s life at school. Members can ask any year 1 teacher; they can tell within days of 
association with their students which kids will succeed in education and which will struggle. We need to find a 
solution to early literacy development difficulties by knocking problems on the head before children reach 
year 3. Any proposal for a single test of Aboriginal children to see whether they have an ear infection cannot be 
achieved through an ill-conceived plan such as that carried out at Yuendumu in which kids were identified 
through a single test, yet nothing was done to treat their ear problems. We need blanket testing to identify ear 
problems on an ongoing basis because they may not have an ear infection at the time of a single test, but at the 
next test one or two months later, problems show up. The statistics among Aboriginal children are shocking—
70 per cent are affected at any one time—but they do not all have ear infections every week of the year; 
therefore, a single test will not identify who does and does not have ear problems. There has to be a blanket 
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approach with ear infection treatment and proper literacy development programs in place to ensure these kids 
learn to read. If they do not learn to read in their early years, we will lose them entirely as they will continue to 
learn to read while the rest of the population reads to learn. 

There is a literacy development program that is used very successfully in the United States, particularly in areas 
of disadvantage, to lift literacy skills. It is particularly well researched and a proven tool. If members are 
interested to find out about this program, I am happy to provide them with a website to read the success stories 
of whole school districts. The program is installed in schools on the east coast of Australia and in a couple of 
schools in Western Australia, but it is much more commonly implemented on the east coast of Australia. 
Interestingly, it is also used in some prison systems in the US in an attempt to improve the literacy standards of 
inmates in the hope that it will help reduce the chance of them reoffending. Only when we identify the culprit—
that is, ear infections—that leads to auditory processing disability and learning difficulties and commit the time 
and money to treat the illness and teach kids to read, will we have any chance of the statistics for both Aboriginal 
incarceration and Aboriginal illiteracy rates looking any better. 

The PRESIDENT: In the interests of giving members who have not had the opportunity to speak an earlier call, 
I will work in the order of Hon Wendy Duncan, Hon Liz Behjat, Hon Donna Faragher and Hon Alison Xamon, 
followed by Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich if there is time. 
 


